, each l { e Z n , and each Γi e Z n+1 . If x = (x u ' * , x n ) e Z n we write in the usual way Z^ x for the linear expression l^x^ + ... + l in x n .
We let L denote the m x n matrix whose ith row is U and U denote the m x (n + 1) matrix whose ίth row is /•• Henceforth in this paper we will write the abbreviation G.C.D. for "greatest common divisor" of a finite sequence of integers, not all zero, and consider the solutions x e Z n of (1. [1] , [5] ) so that it is of interest to give a general treatment. This equation is clearly connected with the system
If we denote the number of incongruent solutions modulo d of (1.2) by N(d, Z/), then N(d, L') > 0 is a necessary condition for the solvability of (1.1) . A complete treatment of the system (1.2) has been given by Smith [4] . Let Όι = greatest common divisor of the determinants of all the i x i submatrices in L (ί -1, , min(m, n)), Ώ\ -greatest common divisor of the determinants of all the i x i sub- When solvable he shows that
,
We show in Theorem 1 that the conditions , .. , l' m , c) are both necessary and sufficient for solvability of (1.1). When (1.1) is solvable, (1.3) shows that the quantity
, m), c and d. Cancelling this factor throughout we obtain the equation
This equation is equivalent to (1.1) in the sense that every solution of this equation is a solution of (1.1) and vice-versa. Thus we can suppose without loss of generality that
The solution set of (1. 
(Here and throughout this paper the empty product is to be taken as 1). The product in (1.5) is taken over precisely those primes p\e for which the system of congruences
In §5 we consider the problem of evaluating 9^ = %l e d (Z/), the number of incongruent solutions x of (1.1) modulo the minimum modulus M c d , from which the number of solutions modulo a given modulus can be determined. In Theorem 4 we derive a technical formula which allows the evaluation of yi d in some important cases (see §6). In particular we prove that if G.C.D. (d, e) = 1 then
where r(p, L) is the rank of the matrix L {p) obtained from L by replacing each entry l iS by its residue class modulo p in the finite field Z p .
Finally in § 7 an alternative approach is given which enables us to generalize a recent result of Stevens [6] . Proof. The necessity of (2.1) is obvious. Thus to complete the proof it suffices to show that if (2.1) holds then Sζ c Φ 0. In view of (2.1) for each prime p\c there must be some U or l i3^0 (mod p). 
We now determine Λ: by the Chinese remainder theorem so that x == x\p) (mod p), for all p\c. Hence we have
proving that x e S^c. Now we use Lemma 1 to handle the general case d ^ 1. We prove
Proof. The necessity is obvious. Thus to complete the proof we must show that if (2.2) holds then ^c Φ 0. As 
Proof, (i) For x e <5i
c and z a solution of (3.1) we let w -x + dz.
, m we have
showing that N(pd, U) > 0.
(ii) We define v t by l^w + ϊ, = pdt;,-(i = 1, , m) and claim that so that x e Stf. Finally taking z = -t we see that the system Proof. It suffices to prove that a congruence class C modulo t of A consists of (ί'/ί)* classes modulo i\ This is clear for iί xeC then so does x + ty if (i = 1, •••, (t'/t) n ), where the y € are incongruent modulo ί'/ί, moreover the x + ty { are incongruent modulo V and every member of C is congruent modulo t' to one of them. (ii) Conversely suppose x is a solution of (4.4 is not a solution of the system (T denotes transpose)
Since N(p, U) > 0, this system is consistent over the field Z p and has pn-rip, L) solutions. Thus the number of solutions (modulo p) of (5.1) is p n -p*-'<*>» = p n (l --^^j-X giving as required.
In the proof of Theorem 2 we have seen that any solution modulus M of (1.1) As a consequence of Corollary 2 we have the linear case of a result recently established by Stevens [6] . A generalization of this result is proved in § 7. We now turn to the general case d ^> 1. Let p be a prime and let E denote an equivalence class of S^d° consisting of elements of S^l which are congruent modulo d. We assert that if x (1) , x (2) e E then the system l^z depends only on the equivalence class E to which x (recall U x + U = dUi) belongs. Thus we can define a symbol δ p (E) as follows:
rl, if for some xeE (and thus for all x e E) the system δ p (E) = | h z + u t = 0 (mod p) (i = 1, , m) is solvable, 10, otherwise.
We now prove the following result.
Proof. We let l/ί ΛΓ + Z< = 0 (modd),i = 1, « ,m} so that we have Sf d c g ^. Now ^ consists of JV(d, L') congruence classes modulo d and if we restrict this equivalence relation modulo d to SH e , we show that £f d c also contains the same number of classes. We write E(x) (resp. E'(x)) for the equivalence class to which x e 6( resp. x G S?) belongs. From the proof of Theorem 1 we see that for each x e y there exists Xe Z n such that x + dλ e ^c. We define a mapping / from the set of equivalence classes of S? into the set of equivalence classes of 6^d c as follows: For x e Sf
This mapping is well-defined for if x' e S? is such that E\x f ) = £"(x) then E{x> + ώλ') = E(x + dX). f is onto for if x 6 S^c then / (E'(x)) = E(x) and is also one-to-one, for if f{E'{x)) =f(E'(y)), then E(x + dX) = E'^ + dλ'), that is x = x/ (mod d), giving E r {x) = £%). Thus the number of equivalence classes of ,9^d c is the same as the number of equivalence classes of Sf, that is N(d, U) .
Since d\M 6* Some special cases* We note a number of interesting cases of our results.
